# timeforaction
CDA Veldhoven in
motion for the
community
CDA Veldhoven strives for a community where people participate and contribute. A community wherein
one feels at home and safe, wherein one can live and work in a healthy environment. We want this for
the current citizens, but also for all new and future citizens. Together in motion for the community.
CDA Veldhoven comes in motion for:
•
•
•
•
•

Values and traditions
Strong and safe community
House and home
Care for each other
Fair economy

Values and traditions
Courtesy and respect, trust and helpfulness: it isn’t that hard and makes our community more pleasant.
An open attitude and direct conversations are definitely a part of our values and traditions. These are
prerequisites for citizenship.
Buildings and organizations are important elements for a community. Places for orientation and to get
together. For instance Art4U and the library: facilities for music, dance, theatre and literature. It is
important that everyone in Veldhoven have access to those facilities. Our churches form an important
part of our cultural inheritance. The council of Veldhoven plays an active role in the process of finding
new purposes for the churches. Purposes where ‘meeting each other’ have priority.
Our society is becoming a society of networks. How this effects the local government and what the
optimal organizational size for certain tasks, will be an important discussion for the coming years.
Cooperation is important, but Veldhoven should stay independent. The size of the council fits the
challenges we have to meet.

Strong and safe community
Safety is a prerequisite for strong communities. Neighborhood watch teams
(buurtpreventie), a clean environment, good public lighting are important for
a feeling of safety. Feeling safe stimulates to become active and participate.
This makes it possible to maintain our rich clublife.
We have to do all we can to prevent undermining (drug related) criminality.
A strong community is a community where people take initiatives, meet in
clubs, and are concerned about their street, school and district. A community
where the council stimulates, challenges and shows leadership.

House and home
Sufficient and differentiated space to live, combined with a feeling of home
for current and future inhabitants is the base for society. This is true for both
the single as well as the family. Municipality takes care of building houses
and space for all generations and all people of Veldhoven. To reach this, well
maintained sports facilities, including a swimming pool, are necessary, as
well as places to meet. Sports and its community should be cherished and
treated as wealth in Veldhoven to benefit all people of Veldhoven.

Care for each other
CDA Veldhoven strives for a society where people can develop themselves,
despite heritage, sex, age, income and potential disabilities, so they can join
in within their possibilities. One who is touched by the fate of someone else
cannot do anything else than help.
Most people are doing well, but for those who are not and who cannot solve
their own situation, there needs to be support. Social connection with
support of professionals, care givers and volunteers happens ideally
according to the principle 1 family, 1 plan and 1 professional.
No striving for more government regulations but wanted solutions and
development of possibilities. Clear and close. Initiatives from society like the
neighborhood nurse and care collaboration are supported.

Fair economy
Choices for local society we want to pass on, and we translate these into an
honest economy. The township has a facilitating role. We provide space to
initiatives coming from people and have an open eye for common purpose.
We take initiatives from communities and focus on general public. We do not
slow down initiatives, but ensure more movement.
But this also means taking into account quality of life and living environment.
Veldhovens' entrepreneurs are not just striving for profit, but also engage
with educational institutions and government. In a truthful economy we also
take into account other tasks people have next to their jobs, like volunteer
jobs, caregiving of other care jobs.

Veldhoven council cannot influence important parts of economy. The council
however is able to influence locally and regionally through partnerships like
Brainport, by creating the conditions for a healthy local economy. It can
support industries and companies by for example release the regulatory
pressure or a positive licensing policy.
In an honest economy the council has its own financials in order: expenses
are transparent and revenues are in balance. Solid financial policy for now
and in the future.

And now...
CDA Veldhoven is committed to move in the period 2018-2022 together with you towards a Veldhoven
where living and working together in a community is something to be proud of. Together with you we
stay in movement for a Veldhoven to pass along.

Vote for CDA Veldhoven on 2018-03-21

